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 I recently removed two tables from my apartment, took them down the 
stairs to the designated corner collection spot, and left them there to rot. 
 Getting rid of those items–one glass Ikea table, one scratched wooden 
antique–was, for a brief moment, a relief. 
 One of the two tables was old and broken and it wasn’t replaced. The glass 
Ikea table’s void, however, was filled with a round wooden table and four designer 
chairs all matching and very adult. 
 This purchase, instead of bringing joy, conjured a sort of purgatory, where 
my consumption of product still left me wanting. 
 Somewhere along the line, you understand, I “realized” that all my work-
related woes were the fault of my desk. It was such a lethargic thing, my old desk. 
A new one, an imaginary workspace that I’d yet to find, would change all that. It 
would be full of energy, containing somewhere within its deep grains universes yet 
unexplored, like the rainbow born of the water shaken from my dog’s coat after a 
swim on a sunny day. Or something. Creativity would come easy enough if I just 
had the right place to work. Work, emphasized and italicized, in my mind. 
 But, choices were made. The urging of my fiancé to make our apartment a 
home meant that I had to purchase this round table. So, we placed it in the living 
room, by the window, so that it overlooked our dreary street. 
 The day after we moved the table in, not being able to stomach sitting at 
that sloth of a desk in my office (there being too many hours spent there eating 
lunch, staring at a blank screen, overwhelmed by notebooks, receipts, and a junk 
mind), I sat at the round table to work instead.
 Five hours later I had accomplished nothing. Something didn't feel right to 
me. All I could think of was this imaginary desk I had conjured in front of me, the 
responsibility of myself to this piece of functional furniture, and the stories I had 
yet to write at it. My daydreaming was paralyzing. 
 So, instead of buckling down, I decided to take an hour walk with the dog 
to keep myself from straining. On our normal circular route I passed the old table, 
discarded amongst other items once coveted by my neighbors and now discarded: 
a ficus plant, old venetian blinds, and a cracked mirror. I caught a glimpse of the 
old glass table and, for some reason, I felt ashamed that I had discarded it. 
 When I returned to my apartment I crawled into the bed in my study. I 
stared at my desk, that lazy thing, and I felt an uncontrollable urge to hit myself in 
the face–a reaction that so caught me by surprise that I did it, biting my tongue in 
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the process.

 After doing something so uncharacteristically violent, I stared at the ceiling of my study and 

my mind began to drift. Who really was to blame here? This inanimate desk, or my all-consuming 

hubris? 

 I drifted, and as if from a great distance, like most stories come to me, an old tale I once 
heard about a man named Ezekiel Hamod rose to the surface of my drowsy thoughts.  
 The story, if you’re unfamiliar, starts when God (one of them) dispersed the people of the 
world from the Great Tower of Babel, sending them confused and broken across the earth. In doing 
this he also confounded their language while somehow, in the process, remaining their kind and 
loving God.
 In the years after the fall of the great tower a small village was founded not too far from the 
tower’s previous site near Galilee. This village's name was Hazellop. 
 The people of Hazellop had an obsession: language. They believed themselves, with pride, 
to be the gatekeepers of a knowledge leading to the One and only Tongue, the language that would 
once again bring them in favor with God. 
 Hazellopians were a people guided by hubris and easily led to confusion. They were both 
superstitious and dumb. They created complex ceremonies to protect and conjure language, brutish 
rituals where the tongues of slayed enemies who spoke foreign were cut out, drained of liquid, and 
burned in fire. The shaman swallowed the juices because, it was assumed, he would take on the 
language of the slain. Obviously, these ceremonies led nowhere–their method was wrong, their 
understanding of the fundamental syntax of the One Tongue flawed. 
 Ezekiel Hamod was a large headed boy, the son of a sheepherder who tended flock in 
Hazellop. At an early age, Ezekiel showed promise that no one in the village seemed to possess. By 
six, he had mastered the language of his people completely. Ezekiel, in addition to this feat, had 
studied to fluency the languages of the surrounding tribes much to the surprise of his fellow 
villagers, with no swallowing of blood and spit required.
 His family, seeing his potential, encouraged him to leave the village with the idea that 
someday he might return with greater knowledge of the One Tongue. Ezekiel was happy to go. 
 He began walking along the dirt path away from Hazellop. The villagers held high hopes in 
seeing him again, though he had no intention of returning. Ezekiel was happy on the road.  He slept 
hard on dirt floors, humbled himself amongst the stables, and fought tics in the homes he found 
scattered in the woods abandoned in the face of war. He took a wife, had children, lost children, and 
all the while he learned hundreds of languages' syntax, noting their commonalities, noting the 
stories they seemed to share, and participating in rituals he would never speak of again in the 
pursuit of his village's desire. 
 At the tail end of 20 years, travelling as far as he believed he could (traversing the land 
between what he assumed were the two seas before the end of the Earth) he found himself longing 
for home. He left his wives, his children, and returned to Hazellop, to his mother stirring soup for 
Ezekiel’s young brother, Ibn Hamod, now watching over the flock alone. 
 The village crowded around Ezekiel once news of his arrival spread. They begged for tales. 
Ezekiel, tired but equally energized, was more than happy to tell of the green of salt swept hills and 
the smell of ozone ball lightning coming off the Dead Sea at night. But, when beginning his story, he 
found he was unable to articulate the things he had seen–the lands made on water, the boats full of 
lavender, the books he read in languages so full of depth, so full of the universe, that he had notions 
while reading them, tasting the drug of their tea and syntax, that he might be swallowed by the 
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infinite, that he might be running a fools errand attempting to fabricate a Tongue. These things he 
tried to express, but found himself afraid to admit. 
 Instead of speaking the words necessary for his story, Ezekiel took to the cowardly task of 
writing them down. He molded the language of his people like the hull of a ship, experimenting 
with new words, putting them in an order he hoped they would understand. 
 Ezekiel worked on the dirt floor of his mother’s stone and clay hut late into the evening and 
sometimes into the morning. The work excited him. However, over time, the writing lost its rhythm. 
There was a great outpouring that didn’t fit, and was cut, and soon the work became much more 
than a passion, it became a chore; it was a cat o’ nine tails on his back.
 Ezekiel searched for reasons why he unable to complete the task before him. In seeking to 
answer the question he prayed. He meditated. He smoked hashish. It wasn’t that the work was too 
hard he discovered, or that he, Ezekiel Hamod, was not talented enough to complete the task, no: it was 
the conditions in which he tried to complete the work. Great pains shot up his back, along his arms 
and wrist, and this pain shot straight into his heart. He blamed this on the earth. And yet, he lay in 
the grass and refused to write another word.
 The men of the village visited Ezekiel, eager to read his story. And upon discovering him in 
the grass, they became upset. Couldn’t he be a man? Couldn't he just get on with his work? But 
Ezekiel explained his dilemma through gritted teeth and the men understood his pain. What man 
could accomplish his work without the correct tools? So, the villagers listened as Hamod described 
what was needed, tools he had seen somewhere, in a dream perhaps, that allowed man to rise above 
the dirt and think like a God. These items he called a table and chair, two words that had never been 
uttered in his language, words he constructed from the bastardization of the term altar and a word 
used to describe a strong tree branch. 
 The men of the village believe they understood, and set about building these mysterious 
items. After several trials and errors (including an attempt in which the men, in their brilliant 
stupidity, stumbled upon the Mobius strip which they, also in their ignorance, destroyed) a table 
and chair was given to Ezekiel. 
 With these tools Ezekiel was emboldened and able to continue with his work. He expanded 
his tale, exaggerated it, and told many lies to assure himself that this tale was worth telling and that 
his life was best served putting it into language.  
 The people were overjoyed with the words Ezekiel conjured and inspired by Ezekiel’s great 
contribution to their culture they dedicated themselves to building a tribute–a new home for 
Ezekiel, a palace like those he described from his travels. 
 Ezekiel, proud and happy watched the building process with great interest. However, he 
soon realized that there was incorrectness in its construction–where there should have been a 
window was a chest, where a wall should have stood was instead a deep and forbidding pit. 
Worried, he refined his descriptions of the palaces built in his work. The villagers, devoted to 
reading every detail, followed his instructions dutifully. 
 The errors continued and Ezekiel, greatly distracted by this and his responsibility for them, 
panicked. He rewrote the entire work from scratch, hoping to appease the villagers and make them 
understand. 
 When the palace was nearing its completion–the towers leaning dangerously, the turrets like 
rotting teeth–Ezekiel found comfort standing in his mother’s hut, which was surrounded then by 
the palace walls–a room inside a room, a tribute to her passing. He hid there, away from the palace’s 
ugly opulence. One night, after pacing several hours and bringing his restless mind to exhaustion, 
Ezekiel fell asleep on the floor of the hut next to his table and chair. That evening, he dreamt that the 
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table he lay under had become a serpent that lay on top of him, constricting him till he couldn’t breath. 
Ezekiel Hamod awoke in a sweat. 
 To find relief from the humidity, Ezekiel stepped out of the hut and into the room surrounding it. 
Instead of an enclosed room outside the hut, which he had expected to see, he felt the chill of night air, 
above him no roof just dark sky, and stretching long from the archway of the door were two walls, which 
jutted out into the night like rivers. In the little light he had from the moon he could see that the walls 
were smooth and freshly made. He heard and saw nothing of this making. 
 Ezekiel ran along the walls in a panic. They curved gently for him, about a hundred meters out, 
before angling violently to the left. Ezekiel ran along the curves and eventually became so lost that he 
could not find his way back to the hut. The walls curved and twisted into infinity, trapping him in a 
great spiral of confusion. 
 Ezekiel continued running for what he felt was eternity. The sun rose and set, and the summer 
sun beat down on his head like an asp till thirst made him weak. Tired of running and in desperation 
Ezekiel jumped, attempting to grab the top of the wall and climb over, but he fell onto his back when his 
fingers slipped. It was only then, from this new vantage point, that he saw the crude scratches and 
paintings along the flat stone. They were everywhere, these marking, but their message was lost to him. 
 More eons passed, and the further Ezekiel ran the more lost he became. And as his final sun 
began to set, Ezekiel understood the paintings. The crude lines that at first symbolized nothing were 
now shockingly clear; the lines were made of and for him. These walls, seemingly built overnight, were 
the palace walls that he, in his hubris, had unwittingly built over time. They were the walls of his people. 
He would die here for sure. And they, building table upon table, wall upon wall, would continue to 
thrive and grow, laughing away in their befuddled language till they, too, were trapped for good.
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